A set of successively niore accurate self-consistent equations for the one-electron Green's functionhavebeen derived. They correspond to an expansion. in a screened potential rather than the bare Coulomb potential. The first equation is adequate for many purposes. Each equation follows from the demand that a corresponding expression for the total energy be stationary with respect to variations in the Green's function. The main information to be obtained, besides the total energy, is one-particle-like excitation spectra, i.e. , spectra characterized by the quantum numbers of a single particle. This includes the low-excitation spectra in metals as well as configurations in atoms, molecules, and solids with one electron outside or one electron missing from a closed. -shell structure. In the latter cases we obtain an approximate description by a modified Hartree-Pock equation involving a "Coulomb hole" and a static screened potential in the exchange term. As an example, spectra of some atoms are discussed. To investigate the convergence of successive approximations for the Green's function, extensive calculations have been made for the electron gas at a range of metallic densities. The results are expressed in terms of quasiparticle energies E(k} and quasiparticle interaction. : f(k, k ). The very first approximation gives a good value for the magnitude of E(k). To estimate the derivative of E(k) we need both the firstand the second-order terms. The derivative, and thus the specific heat, is found to diRer from the free-particle value by only a few percent. Our correction to the specific heat keeps the same sign down to the lowest alkali-metal densities, and is smaller than those obtained recently by Silverstein and by Rice. Our results for the paramagnetic susceptibility are unreliable in the alkali-metaldensity region owing to poor convergence of the expansion for f. Besides the proof of a modified Luttinger-Ward-Klein variational principle and a related self-consistency idea, there is not much new in principle in this paper. The emphasis is on the devcloIiment of a numerically manageable approximation scheme. A 797 particle: space, spin, and time, (1) = (ri, l t, t t) = (xi, ti) = xi.
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INTRODUCTION
M~R E -PARTICLE equations are yvidely used to give an approximate description of complicated interacting systems ot particles. The Hartree-Fock (HF) equations are used for atoms and molecules, the shellmodel equations for nuclei, the Huckel equations for aromatic molecules, and the periodic potential equations for calculation of the energy-band structure of solids. These equations were originally little more than a fairly effective phenomenological model of the system. In the last ten years with the development of formal techniques to treat many-particle systems, much work. has been done to connect these equations with an exact theory. Although we now have a wealth of beautiful general theorems, fairly little has been done towards manageable and reliable approximation schemes especially for interacting electrons.
The high-density electron gas is a case that has been examined diligently. Its properties are expressed as series expansions in r"where 4 r 7' r'a/ 30(1V= 1(p, with co=Bohr radius=0. 5292&(1.0 ' cm. In the metallic density region r, = 2-5, most of the series expansions, however, predict nianifestly wrong results.
In this paper the electrom gas problem is rein-vestigated, formally amd numerically, with the maim purpose of esti mating the convergence of our expansion in the metallic derIsity region. The application of the method for solids *Based on work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.
1 Now at the Department of Mathematical Physics, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden.
A and particularly for alkali metals will be discussed in another paper. '
The results of this paper also provide a new approach to, amd»qualitative comdusioms regarding, the general tyPe of excitation spectra, which correspond to a single excited electron outside or a hole in, a closed-shell structure. In particular, the alkali atoms and the Born-Heisenberg type of polarization correction are discussed. The treatment is concerned only with a nonrelativistic description of electrons moving in a fixed configuration of nuclei.
In Secs. 2 -5 the main results of the formal analysis are presented, detailed derivations being given in the Appendices. In Secs. 6 -10 the numerical results for an electron gas are given and the accuracy of our approximations discussed. Section 11 contains a summary of important results.
FORMAL FRAMEWORK
The conceptual tool to be used is the one-particle Green's function, ' G(&,2) = -('(h)(&'(O(I)a»(2))) (I) Here 1 and 2 each stand for the five coordinates of a ' L. Hedin, Arkiv. Fysik (to be published).
T is the Dyson time-ordering operator and P is the field operator in the Heisenberg representation. The brackets stand for averaging with respect to the exact ground state, rather than the noninteracting ground state of the system. The Green's function 6 obeys the equation Le h(x) -V(x)]G(x, x'; e)~Ã , 0) stands for the ground state of the 1V-particle system and the sum s runs over all states of the N+1 and E -I particle systems, the configuration of the nuclei being unchanged.
The amplitudes f, (x) G(x, x'; e)= G(x,t; x', t') exp -(tt') d(tt').
in case of a discrete energy value e, . In the continuous part of the spectrum the solution of (5) in general gives a complex eigenvalue, e. The real part of e represents some average energy of a group of excited states and the imaginary part of e the spread in energy of these states.
It is understood that we use the analytical continuation of M into the complex e plane.
The self-consistent solution of Eq. (2) u»ng 1lf =~" gives a G built up from the f, and e, which are the oneparticle functions and energy eigenvalues of the HF approximation. The E smallest values of the e, correspond to occupied one-electron functions and the remaining to unoccupied or "virtual" functions.
Besides giving information on excitation spectra, the one-particle Green function allows us to calculate the expectation value of any one-particle operator by (1V~g 0(x;)~1V)= (1V~ft(x)0(x)P(x)~1V)dx 3f is the self-energy operator which represents the complicated correlation sects of a many-particle system. A series expansion of M in n gives as 6rst term the HF exchange potential, M (x, x'; e) =v(x, x')(lp" (x')ltt (x)) =ihv(x, x')G(x, t; x', t+6), (3) which obviously is independent of e.
Later we will write down a set offunctionals of G giving successively more accurate approximations of M. Since both V and M are given in terms of G, Eg. (Z) represents a self consistency -problem which can also be formulated as a variational problem From definition (1) it readily follows that G(x x'; e) = 2, (f (x)f *(x')/(e -')), where f,(x) =(. V"O~Q(x)~1V+1, s); 63= I~~+l 9 1~.~( ) 2A WhCA 6s~P ) (4) f, . (x) = (X -1, s i P (x) i 1V, 0); e, = -E~o -E~r,,+i'A wllell e,,:(p, p= 2&~+l 0 -A~0 -chemical potential = -(electron affinity). de d(x) e" s0(x)G(x,x; e), (6) 2m.
and also that of the total-energy operator H by dt. (1V l + l 1V) = i -d(x) d(x') e "2 7r X (b(xx')(h(x')+-', V(x'))+-, 'M(x, x'; e) j XG(x',x; e)+-', P' Z"Z"v(R", R ) . (7) In Eq. (7) the term involving h gives the expectation value of the kinetic energy plus the electrostatic interaction between electrons and nuclei. The term containing V can be written
The MG term gives all exchange and correlation contributions. It is easy to check that Eq. (7) reproduces the HF expression for the energy when 6 and MHã re used.
EXPANSION OF M IN TERMS OF A SCREENED POTENTIAL,
We now turn to our central problem, namely, the development of good approximations for M. The simplest approach is to develop M in a power series of v. It is well known, however, that such an expansion diverges for metals. Even in cases when it is convergent, its convergence rate rapidly becomes poor with increasing polarizability of the system. One common way to handle this problem is to make partial summations to infinite order. The difIiculty here is one of knowing what partial summations to choose in order to obtain a systematic theory.
In this paper a new method is developed. We use the Schwinger technique of functional derivatives to generate an expansion in terms of a screened potential4 W rather than the bare Coulomb potential v.
The potential 8' was first introduced by Hubbard': W(1 2)=~(1 2) &(1 3)P(p (3)p (4))) Xi (4,2)d(3)d(4) = W(2, 1), (9) where p'(1) =Ps(1)P(1) -(Pt(1)P(1)); V(1,2) = 5(Xl,x2) 8(ti t2)~F IG. 2. Diagrams representing the expansion of P(1,2). much weaker than the bare Coulomb interaction v if the polarizability is large. 8' is spin-ind pendent.
The first two terms in the expansion of M are 3f (1,2) = ihG(1, 2) W(1+,2)h' G(1,3)G (3, 4) where XG(4,2) W(1,4) W(3, 2)d(3) d(4)+, (10) 1+=xi, ti+&.
The expansion for M is represented by diagrams in Fig.   1 . There is only one first-order and one second-order term while there are six third-order terms. The de6nition (9) of W is not directly useful since it is in terms of the density-density correlation function rather than the Green's function. Instead weland W from the i rItegral equation W(1,2) = v(1,2)+ W(1,3)P(3,4)i (4,2)d(3)d(4), (11) W(1,2) essentially gives the potential at point 1 due to the presence of a test charge at point 2, including the J effect of the polarization of the electrons. W represents the effective interaction between two electrons and is 2.
FIG. 1. Diagrams representing the expansion of 3I(1,2). The one-particle Green's function G(1,2) is represented by an arrow from 2 to 1, and the screened potential W (1,2) by a wiggly line between 1 and 2. 4 The feasibility of expanding in a screened interaction has been emphasized by J. C. Phillips, Phys. Rev. 123, 420 (1961) . 5 J. Hubbard, Proc. Roy. Soc. A240, 539 (1957 
the ordinary oscillator strength being
The term inside the curly brackets is W(1+,2). R,(x) is Here W"=Wv and we have used the fact that an oscillator strength function, Here, X(ksi W(r)iks). (16) where I gives the direction of the dipole moment and e, =E~, E~. The primeon the sum over t in Eq. (13) indicates that the term with e& --0 is excluded.
One important use of M is in Eq. (5), which gives the excitation spectra of the (V&1)-particle systems. The energy shift of a level k caused by M is approximately,
where hp(x") is the change in number density at the point x" caused by the presence of a point charge at point x'. R(x,x';0) is the density-density correlation function. The factor -, 'arises mathematically from 8(r) and physically because the force on the electron due to the induced charge is proportional to grad, t (x, x")Ap(x")dx"=-, 'grad, W"(x,x; 0) .
is a Coulomb integral when k = s, and an exchange integral when k/s. Generally the Coulomb integral will be much larger than the exchange integrals and the largest exchange integrals will correspond to energies e, close to eI, . In many cases then the important energy difference, eI,e"will be small compared to the important energy e& that appears in 8'. Assuming that to be the case, we put the factor exp[(ir/h)(ee, )] in M equal to 1 and obtain,
The last term in Eq. (18) is a screeried exchange potential. If we replace fV by~, the Coulomb hole disappears, the screened exchange potential becomes unscreened and we are back at the HF expression for M. We will abbreviate the "Coulomb hole plus screened exchange" approximation by COHSEX.
For the Rydberg-like spectra of one electron outside a closed shell, the assumptions behind COHSEX are readily verified. I.et us take sodium as an example.
Here the smallest (X+1)-type excitation energy is ei --E(Na, 1s'2s'2p'3s) -E(Na+) 1s'2s'2p') = -0 378 Ry ' E. Wigner and F. Seitz, Phys. Rev. 43, 804 (1933) ; 46, 509 (1934) ;E. Wigner, iMd. 46, 1002 (1934 -E(Na+, 1s'2s'2p') = 2.414 Ry.
The average (eie, ) will be numerically smaller than c1unless the exchange integrals with the continuum and the core states have great inRuence.
For higher Rydberg-like states the functions f, are well outside the closed shell. The exchange term then becomes negligible. We can further make a multipole expansion of the two~' s in the Coulomb hole term. The result is simply
where n is the ion-core polarizability. Eq. (21) (-23) The set of coordinates k should also contain two spin variables. We omit them since for a paramagnetic ground state, G(k) and M(k) are diagonal in spin with equal diagonal elements. W(k) is spin independent by definition. The V term of Eq.
(2) exactly cancels the uniform background of positive charge in the limit of large )V.
The expansion for 3I now becomes
The factor 2 in P(k) comes from the spin summation. The eigenvalue equation, Eq. (5), for the quasiparticle energies becomes tron gas are uniquely specified by their momentum distribution n, (k). Thus, e.g. , the paramagnetic ground state is given by E(k) = e(k) ™(k, E(k)). (25) n."i(k) =e(ikpiski). 
Equation (27) was obtained by expanding M(k, E(k)) as M(k, p+ e(k)e(kp)) +(E(k) p e(k-)+e(kp)) BM/Be+ taking the derivative with respect to k, and solving for E'(k). The prime on M refers to a total derivative, not a partial derivative. Equation (27) is exact on the Fermi surface but only approximate when~k~"~k p~. E'(k) gives the level density at the Fermi surface and is simply related to the specific heat C":
The chemical potential p is equal to E(kp) where kp, the Fermi momentum, is the same as for the noninter- The basic assumption in Landau's theory of a Fermi liquid is that for small excitation energies there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the noninteracting many-particle states and the true states. It has been proven" that the Landau theory is exact to the extent that the interacting many-particle states can be obtained from the noninteracting ones by infinite-order perturbation theory. 
Here C'o is the noninteracting or Sommerfeld value of C, C, = 16.86r, 'T peal/'K' mole. z gives the discontinuity at the Fermi surface in the momentum distribution n (k) =(Ã~a",,ta'"~1V). Here a' is related to the field operator by the relation a( ) =(1/"'")E.. ", '"*X. 8) The noninteracting many-particle states of an elec-"J.M. Luttinger, Phys. Rev. 119, 1153 (1960 The first-order term in f involves only the static screened potential' '5 and corresponds to the COHSEX approximation (Sec. 4) for M. That approximation for M is however not so clear-cut in the case of an electron gas since the eg spectrum of W starts at zero rather than at a large finite value. The average value of ec ould, on the other hand, be fairly large since the plasmon energy carries a substantial fraction of the oscillator strength. From Eq. (18) we find that COHSEX for an electron gas is If we treat Im3I as a small energy-independent quantity, the integrand in Eq. (36) becomes a 8 function and we obtain for the screened exchange term in Eq. (35),
The last factor in Eq. (37) equals s when~kk'l =~k pl and it varies fairly slowly with~k -k~. Putting this factor equal to s and using Eq. (27), the specific heat comes out the sa, me as from the linear term in f. The magnitude of M is however about 25/~too large at metallic densities. Judging COHSEX from what it gives for the magnitude and derivative of E(k) at the Fermi surface, we conclude that it is a rough but reasonable approximation at metallic densities. From our numerical results, to be discussed later in detail, it is clear that COHSEX becomes better the smaller the value of r, . For small r, the factor s poses no problem since here" s= 1 -0.17r, and thus tends to 1.
Art approximation similar to tjzat in COHSEX is useful for estimating higher order diagrams The expres-. sion for M &') can be written ikG(1, 2)W(1+,2) = [(tP(1)P"(2))8(r) -8'(2)ll (1))0( -)][ (1+,2)+ &&(1+,2) -(1+, 2)]; (38) The approximation in COHSEX consists in neglecting the time-dependence of (fpt) and Q "lt ), or equivalently by replacing W(1+,2) -zI(1+,2) -& 5(r) [W(1,2)zt(1,2)],=p. (39) M"' is exceptional in the sense that we have to use 1+ rather than 1 in W(1,2). When this is not the case we "K.Daniel and S. H. Vosko, Phys. Rev. 120, 2041 (1960 .
can make an approximation in the same spirit as that of COHSEX simply by replacing W(r) by b(r)W(p=0), or if we work with energy-variables, by replacing W(c) by W(0).
It should be noted that while the energy dependence of the M operator is very important for an electron gas (see Sec. 9), it is quite negligible for the alkali atoms dis- 
This is easily seen by noting that MHF is energy-independent and that the energy derivative of [M(p) -MnF] effectively introduces a factor (pz, average) '. 6. ELECTRON GAS: SURVEY OF NUMERICAL RESULTS So far the discussion has been mainly qualitative.
We will now see to what extent it is supported by numerical results for the electron gas. Calculations have been made for~, = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and in a few cases for smaller and larger r, values. For 6 me hate used the expression G(k, p) = 1/(pp(k)pp);
where pp is chosen so that tz= p(kp)+ pp. From Eq. (24) we see that if the M operator is M(k, s) using (41) 
This should be possible to do but the size of the numerical enterprise is probably considerably larger than is justified in a 6rst investigation. That (41) is not too bad is shown by the fact that M(k, p(k)) is found to have a very weak k dependence compared to p(k). On the other hand ciM(k, p)/cI p is found to have an appreciable magnitude compared to 1. This might very well eRect our quantitative results but can do little to change our qualitative conclusions regarding the convergence of the expansion in 8' and the smallness of the specific-heat correction.
For M we use the approximation iGW, and for F, tlze approximation iGG. A quite reliable estimate of the error in the magnitude of M is obtained from a consideration of the total energy of the electron gas. The magnitude of the second-order term in M is also estimated and found to be of the same order as the error in the first-order term.
From the relation G=Gp+Gp(Mpp)G we see that the correction to HEI('& =iG8' from the use of Go instead of G is approximately iGp(M pp)GpW=zGpMGpW + ppBMi'&/c) p T. his term is appreciably smaller than the uncrossed second-order term appearing in an expansion with Gp=0. The cancellations mentioned by DuBois" (p. 54 in his paper) involving this term are discussed in Sec. 9.
The first-order term in the quasiparticle interaction f is trivial. The second-order terms have been calculated using W(k, 0). The contribution to the specific heat coming from fp has been evaluated with W(k, p). It is found that the W(k, 0) approximation gives about 70% of the W(k, p) approximation at metallic densities. We assume that the error is about the same for the other second-order term in f. The first-order term in f is about three times larger than the second-order terms for r, =4, the ratio being more favorable for smaller r, .
The picture of M that emerges shows a quite large first order term with a weak k dependence and a small second order term with a k dependence of about the same magnitude and opposite sign 7'. ELECTRON GAS: COULOMB HOLE AND CORRELATION HOLE For the polarization propagator P(1,2) we have used the approximation -ihG(1, 2)G(2, 1) with G defined by Eq. (41). This gives I.indhard's expression, " or as it is often called, the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) for the dielectric constant. To exhibit the properties of this approximation we investigate the Coulomb and correlation holes associated with I'.
We define a propagating dielectric function by the relation W(1,2) = n(1,3)p '(3,2)d(3).
From Eqs. (9) and (11) it follows that z '(1,2) = b(1,2) -(7'(P'(1)P'(3))) Xv(3,2)d(3) = (1 -Pp) -'(1,2) . (45) The function e ' is closely related to the linear response HF DIN the density of the electron which gives the change in t e en ' e~'(1,2) -(1,2)jp-'"(2)d (2), (47) go(r) dr = 0.
From the definition of g(r) it read' y dil follows that g(r) -+ 1 when r~p zri(1s') sgn(lms); s -+ 0,
The Fourier transform of gp(r) is l calculate the linear response n i t e leto de sit o d k~~w e can a so ca cu " "g fixed externa po' o ee and using the fact taking the external charge to ee an that e '(k, O) =&I. '(k, 0), n(q, 0) = (nr, /zr)1/q', q -+ 0; n(q, 0) = (nr, /3zr) 1/q', q~m ; n(0, u) = -(nr, /3zr)1/u'; n(q, u) = (nr./3~) 1/(q4uz). w)
The pair correlation function g r r has been calculated the RPA expression for e '(q, u), L1+n(q, u)l -', and from the HF expression,o. q, Fi . 3. The HF expression is obtained by using a 45). Both the RPA and the HF wave function in Eq. e that E . (54) will remain valid if surface ef-""'"""""" ' approximations obey Eq. (50). Since g(r) is a probability it must always be positive but from Fig. 3 we see that the RPA approximation becomes negative" " for small r. In our calculations however we are not directly interested in g(r) but rather in r'g(r). In Fig. 4 we see that theinftuence of the misbehavior of g(r) for small r is sup pressed to a large extent by the factor r'.
Ueda" has calculated g(r) for r, =0. 1, 0. 5, and 1 using the approximation e -= (1 -Pr) '=(1 Psii) '+P~n--This expression however can be expected to give an even smaller correction to RPA than does Ueda's. To improve significantly upon RPA it is thus not enough to take P =Ps+Pi with a simple RPA approximation for G and 8".
Considering P(k, e) in the limit of small k, Glick, '" reached the conclusion that one has to take the in6nite 
'4 Ueda reports a slightly dMerent value, 0.19. 2~A . J. Glick, Phys. Rev. 129, 1399 (1963 . " S. Engelsberg and J.R. SchrieBer, Phys. Rev. 131,993 (1963) . "B.Lundqvist, (unpublished note from Chalmers' University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden). "J.S. Langer and S. H. Vosko, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 12, 196 (1959) . in order to keep Ime(k, e) positive for all e. Starting from Ward identities Kngelsberg and Schrie6er" and Lundqvist" also arrived at Eq. (61) in the cases of electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions, respectively. In Appendices A and 8 we will argue that the ladder bubble su-m does not give a systematic improvement as far as M and G are concerned While for the. lower metallic densities some inhnite summation for I' has to be made, for the higher densities it seems more important to explore self-consistent solutions for G to erst or perhaps second order in 8'.
The Coulomb hole gs(r) has been calculated by Langer and Vosko, ss with the RPA expression for e(q, u).
The function gs(r) is qualitatively similar to p(g(r) -1).
It extends over a distance of order r,as, obeys Eq. (55) and is finite for r =0. The magnitude of gs(0) is however much larger than p, and gs(0) ranges from -2.20p for r, =1.5 to -6.35p for r, =6. RPA thus predicts that more charge is pushed away, close to the external charge e, than was present at the beginning. This feature TI-IE SCREENING FACTOR . Sir), OF THE POTENTIAL W(r, o). O. I -0.I -0,2might be true also for the correct gp(r) since it is de-6ned from a linear response expression.
The behavior of gp(r) for small r has however relatively small influence on W(r, 0) = (e'/r)S(r),
which is quite different from the two others.
The HF expression for e, namely, c '(q, u) = 1n(q, u), gives a reasonable result for r = 0:
but predicts a completely wrong asymptotic behavior, gp(r) = 3n'r, (apr, /r) p; rpo, as can be seen in Fig. 6 where the Thomas-Fermi (TF) and the RPA results"" for S(r) are plotted for r, =3
The TF go tends to infinity for small r but still the TF S threads the RPA S quite well. As a comparison we have also plotted Pines' expression, " S(r) = 1 -(2/pr) Si(x), x = k.r, k, = 0.353r, ' "kp, 8. ELECTRON GAS: THE TOTA.L ENERGy
Our primary interest in this paper is to calculate the electron self energy M. By considering the total energy we can obtain an estimate of the error in ti= (h'kp'/2m) +~(kp tt). The relations between e, the energy per particle, and p, are" tr = e ', r, (de/dr, ), --
The curve e(r, ) has its minimum in the neighborhood of r, = 4 and here an error in c gives essentially the same error in p.
To calculate «(r, ) we use the virial theorem for an electron gas": V+2T+r, (de/dr, ) = 0, +0.9163 Ry plotted as a function of r,. 
From a general theorem given by Ferrelp' we can deduce a restriction on U"".Ferrell proved that f)'e/8(e')'~&0 at constant density,
where e is the electron charge. From the relatiorI n( h' /m)(3 ir'p)' t'r, = e', we see that r, is proportional to e' when the density is kept constant. The factor 1/r, ' Ry = (1/r, ')(me'/2h') in Eq. (68) In Fig. 7 we have plotted different expressions for U"".The series expansion in r, is taken from Carr and Maradudin": e, = 0.0622 lnr, -0.096+0.018r, lnr, -0.036r, , V""=d(r, 'e, )/dr, = r, (0.1244 lnr, 0 130+0 0-54r. , lnr, -.0.090r, ) . They obtain the value 0.046 Ry which gives a contribution of 0.092r, to V"". When this is added to RPA, the Ferrell condition becomes violated from r, =3 (see Fig. 7 ). The unscreened second order exchange terms-actually represent a substantial overcorrection to RPA already at r, =1, as can be seen by comparing with the r, expansion.
V""can also be calculated from the pair correlation
As a check on the numerical accuracy of gaps, Eq. (77) was evaluated and found to give the same result as Eq.
(73) within a few percent. Since the g (r) curves violate the condition g~p~&0) for small r, they were smoothly extrapolated to zero (dashed curves in Fig. 3 ).
These extrapolated curves were then used in Fq. (77) and the result plottedin Fig 7with the l.abel RPA",r. Since the correct g lies above g "for small r it has to lie below g~p~f or some regions of r in order to satisfy the normalization condition. If the correct g were zero for r = 0 the RPAycf Vcorr would give a rough upper bound to the correct V,.".At metallic densities the dashed curves in Fig. 3 lie so much above the g~p" curves that a further small shift will make relatively little change in V"".
We conclude that, at metallic densities, the RPA",~V"" is a rough upper bound to the correct V"".
In Fig. 8 the total energy is plotted as calculated from Eq. (71) using the values for V""given in Fig. 7 . For comparison the HF energy and the energy of the Wigner-type electron lattice" are also plotted. We note that while the extrapolation of the g curves looks drastic, the difference between the RPA and the RPA",~curves for the total energy is fairly small even though the energy calculation involves rg(r) and not r'g(r), cf. '9 I'. W. de Wette, Phys. Rev. 135, A287 (1964) . '0 T. Gaskell, Proc. Phys. Soc. 77, 1182 (1961);80, 1091 (1962) .
itinerant and form a lattice has been estimated by de Wette39 to occur between r, =47 and r, =100. From a calculation to 6nite order in 8' we expect to 6nd a smooth energy curve, which, if carried to high enough order in 8', will cross the energy curve corresponding to electrons on a signer lattice. The RPA curve for the total energy lies below the lattice curve at least up to r, = 100. This gives additional evidence, besides the fact that the second-order term in e is positive, that RPA gives a lower bound to the energy. It is indeed hard to imagine that any reasonable curve for V,."which starts out as the series expansion, has a negative slope, and never goes below -0.876 Ry, couM lie lower than the RPA curve. The limit -0.876 Ry is set by the fact that the lattice energy goes asymptotically as -1 792/r, . and the HF energy as -0.916/r, .
If we extrapolate the RPApcf curve fol t corr& Fig 7& with a horizontal line starting at the minimum, the corresponding curve for the total energy will cross the lattice curve at r, =11.This gives further evidence that the RPA~,~curve is an upper bound to the energy. The
RPA", f total energy actually comes quite close to the results of a calculation by Gaskell. " His curve lies 0.003 Ry above and 0.007 Ry below the RPA", f curve at r, = 3 and r, = 5, respectively. Gaskell made a variational calculation with an antisymmetrized product of pair functions, but due to an additional approximation his results do not quite give a rigorous upper bound for the energy. From all evidence taken together we estimate that the error in the RPA approximation for the energy e is positive and at most 0.0Z Ry.
We now return to the question of estimating the error in the chemical potential p. Equation (66) relates the exact e to the exact p and within the numerical accuracy of our calculations,~0.0005 Ry, it holds also for e calculated from Eq. (71) and u calculated from M=iGW/P= iGG, G accordi'ng to Eq. (41)].If for the error in the energy De, we use the difference between RPA",~and RPA, we find that the term 3r,ddt/dr, is small compared to Ac at metallic densities. +le estimate that. the error irt the RpA approximation for the chemical potential tj, is positive and at most 0.0Z Ry.
To further investigate the convergence properties of the expansion for 3f, Eq. (24), we consider the secondorder term. Voile the 6rst-order term is given by a four-dimensional integral, which easily can be reduced to a two-dimensional integral, the second-order term is given by an eight-dimensional integral which is difficult to reduce to less than a seven-dimensional one.
As we discussed in Sec. 5, a rough value can however be obtained by using the static potential W(k, 0) instead of the full potential W(k, e). The second-order term then Ry, ('79) 0.25kg' -P 'over the regions 0& &kg -kg&~0.5, and kg+k2& 0.5.
This integral was evaluated using a TF dielectric constant:
which is good enough for the present discussion.
M&'&(0, 0) was found to vary slowly with r, at metallic densities, reaching a maximum of 0.014 Ry at r, =3 From values of (d/dk)M~"(k, (h'k'/2m))q=q"Sec. 10, we estimate that p"'=M~"(ko, (h'ko'/2m)) is about 0.02 -0.04 Ry i.e. of about the same size as the error in the erst-order contribution p"'. It should be realized that while the preceding discussion suggests a very good convergence of the expansion of p in terms of g, an accurate value of p cannot be obtained by just adding (» to~H "& since the p, (') which corresponds to a self consistent solution for 6 might well differ from p,~p " by an amount comparable to p, (2). In the calculation of the energy we have assumed that TABLE lI. Energies of an electron gas in rydbergs. To= Kinetic Energy in the HF approx. = (3/5cr'r, ') Ry= (2.2099/r. ') Ry. &". ,h= potential Energy in the HF approx. = -(3/2vrar, ) Ry = -(09& 63/r. ) Ry. ", +PA = Correlation energy in the RPA= Total energy -HF energy. e", p = 0.0622 lnr, -0.096+0.018r, lnr, -0.036r,.
T =Expectation value of the kinetic energy in the RPA.
V=Expectation value of the potential energy in the RPA. = Total energy in the RPA= T+ V= T0+e,", h+ e«» eF", = Total energy of the Ferro-magnetic state according to RPA. the ground state is paramagnetic. To obtain the energy of the ferromagnetic state we have to use a Green's function which is zero for, say, spin down and for spin up has a Fermi momentum" ke~--Pke, P=2'~', ke=(craer, ) ' (81) To see that we introduce dimensionless variables as in Eq. (56) but with ke replaced by kP. From Eq. (24) we then 6nd for the dielectric constant e~(q, g; r, ) = e~(q, cr, ; r, p 4), and from Eq. (83). We note that Eq. (84) is not valid if we include higher terms in P(k, e), Eq. (24), or if we use a selfconsistent G. Table II gives the values of the energy for the ferro-4'Superscript l~(I') here refers to the ferromagnetic (paramagnetic) state.
As is well known the HF expression for the energy of the ferromagnetic state is, in Rydbergs, c =P'( /Srr' ') -P(3/2m. crr, ), (83). We see that eF lies above eP (given under the heading e inTable II) and approaches it asymptotically. At r, = 10 the difference between the energies is only 3o/o of their magnitude. This is a reasonable result since the inAuence of spin orientation has to vanish when the density tends to zero. The present results do not quite rule out the possibility that the electron gas should become ferromagnetic at some density since we know that the RPA value for «"(r, ) lies too low. On the other hand, e~(r, ) is also too low but perhaps less so since according to Eq. (83) the error in e.~is only half the error in e, P.
It seems safe to predict that the electron gas does rot become ferromagnetic for r, (7.
The numbers in Table II Since, according to Eq. (57), (1/e(q, u)) -1 tends to zero as ( u~' for large~u~, the convergence factor e "n has been omitted in the last term of Eq. (87). We then separate out the static approximation of the fast term in E(1. (87) To evaluate the contribution from the last term of Eq.
(88) we follow Quinn and Ferre114' and turn the contour of e' in Eq. (86) to run along the imaginary axis. We pick up a contribution from the poles of the Green's function, X Le(ue(qq')) -8(0.25e(qq'))] Ry; The first term in M'(q), the Coulomb hole contribution, is independent of q. The second term in 3II'(q), the screened exchange contribution, is substantially smaller than the HF exchange term as can be seen from Table III . Comparing 3f' with M~A in Table III , we can see that M' has too large a magnitude and that the Slater approximation, " which consists of an average of 3IHF over the Fermi sphere, actually is better.
3SI" can conveniently be split into three parts. The 6rst part consists of contributions from integrating u' between 0 and 0.25 in Eq. (91). The second and third parts come from the integration over u'&0. 25 and the following division: &='/(qq'), The results are given in Table IV . The values of M for u/q' are not given directly but in the form s '(q) =1 -AM/Ae.
For q=0 we have given the average of the results for 1=~0.01. To estimate how well s approximates the limit when De~0, we compare the values of Res ' for q = 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. They agree to about two decimal places which, in conjunction with the fact that M(q, q ) is almost linear for these q values, shows that M(q, u) cae be represented fairly well by a linear expressions ie q aed n for~q -0.5~(0.1 aed I I -0.25~(0.1, unless the M(q, N) surface has an anomalous behavior for N(q', q(0.5 and u) q', q& 0.5. To check Ims ' we note that for I close to 0.25 we have from general arguments" M" gives the main part of 3f", being about three times as large as each of the erst two parts with respect both to magnitude and derivatives. The essential contribution to the first part of M" comes from q'(0. 8, and to the second part from q'(2. 4, I'&3, the remaining contributions being small and practically independent of q, I, and r, .
M' is easily evaluated since the integration over $ in Eq. (89) can be made analytically. In evaluating M" we have the advantage that e(q, iN) is much more well behaved than e(q, e). From Eq. (57) we see that n(q, iN) only has three singu]ar points, N=O, q=0,~1, while rr(q, n) is singular along the lin. es (q&(u/q)) = +1.The evaluation of M" involves n(q, u) but fortunately M& is small and the relative accuracy does not have to be pushed so far.
The integrals were evaluated for Table IV under the headings Et and E2. In Table IV we have also given the screened exchange approximation MS and Pines' approximation MP. We see that the difference between E~and MS is substantial; they even have opposite signs for r, )1.
Both Et and MS have a weak k dependence compared to MP. This is also illustrated in Fig. 9 . 4 The almost horizontal curves give Et+ ep and the dashed curves give Pines' approximation.
For comparison the kinetic energy e(k) and the Hartree-Fock approximation for M are also drawn. The infinite slope of the HF curve at k= kp is barely noticeable, owing to the weakness of a logarithmic singularity.
We note that the HF energies deviate from the true M (q, su) = C,(N -0.25)' sgn(0. 25 -I) .
The values of C, for q = 0.4 and 0.6 deviate by about 20/c from those for q= 0.5. We can also check Z at q = 0 where the calculations were made for three values of N. The values of Ims ' agree within a few percent while the values for Re(s ' -1) deviate from their mean value by 20/~, 29% and 65'P~at r, = 1, 4, and 6, respectively. We conclude that M&(0,u) varies eery rapidly with u and that our value for Res ' is not very reliable when q is small. Table IV we 6nd that the factor Z has a large influence. For r, =1 we note an anomaly. E& drops sharply in going from g =0 to q= 0.1 before it starts rising again. This may be due to eithel inaccuracies in the Z values or to a discontjpqity in the derivative M~:(k)/Bk, . There are however no indications of such a discontinuity in 3E(k, e(k)). The a,ccuracy of E(q) is not good enough to permit a more detailed statement about its second derivative than the general observation that on the average it is small compared to e"(q)=2(2/nr, )' Ry. This follows from the fact that J' (0.5) is small compared to e'(0. 5) = (2/nr, ) ' Ry [see Table VI which Table V and Fig. 11 .The f's are multip]ied by sino to make it easier to estimate their contributions in Eq. (103) .The z -factor is not included in Table V and Fig. 11 .Since we have numerical results for M"$k, «(k)] we can evaluate the contribution to Cp/C 1 from fp, Eq. (104) and compare with the contribution from the static approximation for fp, Eq. (106). These contributions are given in Table VI under the headings (fp, RPA) and (fp, static). We expect similar differences between the contributions from f, &'& according to Eqs. (104) and (106).The static approximation for the second-order terms in f is thus fairly rough and seems to somewhat underestimate them.
The first and third correspondences are easily checked by straightforward differentiation of 3f' and M" . To prove the second correspondence we write the expres- Fig. 11 we see that the erst orderterm on f is appreciably larger than the second order termsfor the higher metaltic densities. The convergence of the expansion for f, however, does not seem to be as good as that for p.
From the results for f &" and for M~" (00) we can estimate the magnitude of M&" Lk, e(k)] at k= ko. The derivative of 3f~')[k, e(k)] relative to that of e(k) at k=k, is roughly given by the value of (f, &o), static) in Table VI . Taking into account that M") Lk, c(k)] should flatten out at small k by introducing an extra factor of 0.5, we arrive at the estimate of M")[ko, e(ko)] which was given in Sec. 8, namely 0.04 -0.02 Ry for r, varying from 3 to 6. I'or smaller r"M(') becomes larger and the ratio M~')/3II") smaller.
The influence of the errors in the second order terms of f is suppressed since they should cancel each other to a large extent. This can be seen in Table VI by In I'ig. 12" " the results for the specific heat are plotted. The series expansion in r"given by DuBois, " starts to deviate from our result already at r, =0.5 and '8 D. Pines, Ref. 31, p. 408, Eq. (8.4 ). (P=0.353r, ' ' ). ' D. F. DuBois, Ann. Phys. 8, 24 (1959) . 5 S. D. Silverstein, Phys. Rev. 128, 631 (1962) . 5 D. F. DuBois, Ann. Phys. (N. Y. ) 8, 24 (1959) . for r, &1 it is obviously wrong. Pines result, which is given by f, ") with W(r, e) =(e'/r)S(r) and S(r) according to Eq. (63), is qualitatively similar to ours but exaggerates the difference between C and Co. Silverstein" has recently tried to include the second-order term in M by an interpolation procedure similar to that used by Nozieres and Pines" for the correlation energy. Silvertein expressed Co/C -1 as an integral over the momentum transfer q, using RPA for small q and unscreened perturbation theory up to second order for large q. His results are however more negative than the RPA results (compare the last two columns in Table VI ) even though the second-order terms give a positive contribution to Co/C -1. This probably is due to his use of a series expansion in q for the RPA part of his integrand rather than the complete RPA expression. Silverstein's result" for xo/X minus his result for Co/C are given in the last column of Table VII. They agree roughly with our results from f, ") without the s' factor.
Since f,~' ) gives the largest contribution to the specific heat as well as to the paramagnetic susceptibility, it is of interest to examine how sensitive the results are to the precise form of f, "). The series expansion of the RPA expression for e(~,0) is easily " S. D. Silverstein, Phys. Rev. 128, 631 (1962) . " P. Nozieres and D. Pines, Phys. Rev. 111, 442 (1958) .
'4 S. D. Silverstein, Phys. Rev. 130, 1703 (1963 . 
while the first three terms give the same expressions as Eq. (113) but with X replaced by )i/(1 -sX). Using Eq.
(113) for f gives C,/C=1 -) -X() +-', ) ln() /(l. +) )), (114) X,/X=1 -) -) 'in() /(1+) )). Table VI and (f "' TF) and f "& in Table VII , we see that the TF expression J. "'. 'q. (114) gives a quite reosonrJble result Eq. (114) can also be compared with the higlidensity results'""" Cp/C= 1 -) -)/2 ink, Xp/X = 1 -X -) '/2(ln) -1.534) .
(115)
Thus in the high-density limit the lowest order term in f correctly reproduces the )i 1n), and ) terms. It may be noted that while the HF expression for Cp/C diverges, the HF expression for X,/X, namely, 1 -)i, gives a reasonable high-density description. Numerically the expressions for Xp/X according to Eqs. (114) and (115) are not too diferent at high densities. At r, = 1 they are, respectively, 0.888 and 0.879.
Osaka" ha.s recently calculated C,/C in what is stated to be the RPA. His result is identical" with that of Eq. first-order term in 8', and fp and f, (') are of second order in 8'. The 22 factor is not included in f. 5' M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev. 106, 369 (1957) . "K. Sawada, Phys. Rev. 112, 328 (1958) . 
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SPECIFlC HEAT OF AN ELECTRON GAS same effect has been noted earlier in case of a dilute I'ermi gas, " and is there supposed to disappear when higher order terms are taken into account. To see if this attraction might be strong enough to make a spherical Fermi surface unstable, we considered the following distortion, 1+8)k/ko) 1, 8(rj'. Sist(k, 8) 
1&k/k, &1 --',~' 8: (its+(k, 8) =8is (k, 8) = -1, 8~0, rI -+ 0.
The lowering in energy from f relative to the increase in energy from I' then becomes ag'lnq where a, the co-efFicient of the singular term in f, ranges between 0.015 and 0.038 when r, goes from 1 to 6. The attraction is thus far too weak to be of any importance.
It should be pointed out that it is not clear if there should be a s' factor in f when we use an approximation Go instead of the self-consistent G. To see this we use the results from Appendix 8 and write 0.90 OCC E=Q t e(k)+ V,(((k)]+AL':, FIG. 12. Specific heat of an electron gas. The specific heat of an interacting electron gas divided by that of a non-interacting or Sommerfeld electron gas (L'1+ (third column from the right in Table VI) -'=1-Z -hs~h i(X~/(1+l~)). (11'?) Watabe's expressions for Cs/C -1 and Xs/X -1 are the same as those in Eq. (114) multiplied by y ' a,nd with li replaced by )y. This is obvious from Eq. (116a).
Specifically he thus obtains X/Xs -p. Watabe's result for y ranges from 1.12 to 1.32 when r, goes from 1 to 5.
Our values for y as given by Eq. (116b) using fs, f. ('i and f, ('i with the s' factor agree with Watabe's within 1'Po. Also Glick's result" for y at r, = 2 agrees accurately with Katabe's and ours. This is a quite remarkable coincidence, which we cannot explain. %e now make a few remarks on the analytical behavior of the different contributions to f, (8). f, "'(8) varies between -0.25 and -0.25(l~/(1+X/2)). The slope of f, ' ( ()&i8s zero at 8 and 8=rr. fs(8) Suppose on the other hand that we start from E(k) = e(k)+M(k, I;(k)), The equations for f, (121) and (123), may be compared to Eq. (32). We thus get different results depending on LA RS H ED I N which of several exact formulas we put the approximation Go in. It seems hard to resolve this ambiguity without a numerical comparison with a calculation involving some energy-dependent M in the denominator of G.
SUMMARY
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The main results from the formal analysis are (1) A set of self-consistent equations for the oneelectron Green's function involving a screened potentia]. W (Sec. 3 and Appendix A). (2) A variational formulation for each self-consistent equation (Appendix B).
(3) A specific approximation for the first-order equation. This approximation has been named COHSEX and it involves a "Coulomb hole" and a screened exchange term (Sec. 4). (4) An expansion of the quasiparticle interaction f(k, k ) of the Landau Fermi-liquid theory in terms of the screened potential lv (Sec. 5). (5) An explicit veri6cation that for the firstand second-order terms in IV, the quasiparticle energy E(k) and the quasiparticle interaction f(k, k') give the same result for the specific hea, t of an electron gas (Sec. 10).
The numerical results are primarily intended to illustrate the convergence properties of the selfconsistent equations for the Green function. Without actually solving the self-consistency problem, we have been able to draw some important conclusions. These derive mainly from calculations for the electron gas but also partly from analysis of spectral data for atoms. Qualitative conclusions regarding the electron gas are expected to hold also for metals. The main conclusions are: (1) For an electron outside a closed-shell structure, COHSEX is expected to work well (Sec. 4). (2) The magnitude of the quasiparticle energy E(k) for an electron gas is given quite well by the 6rst-order equation (Sec. 8). To obtain a good representation of the k dependence of E(k), we have to go to the second-order equation (Sec. 10). (3) The expansion for the quasiparticle interaction has much poorer convergence than that for E(k). In particular it seems unreliable at the alkali-metal densities (Sec. 10). (4) The k dependence of E(k) is very small at the Fermi surface (Secs. 9 and 10).
(5) The quantitative results for f (k, k') and k dependence of E(k) will probably be appreciably changed by carrying through a self-consistent solution. This might best be done by parametrizing the spectral function for the Green function and using the variational formulation.
(6) The energy-dependence of the self-energy 3f(k, p) is appreciable and cannot be neglected (Sec. 9). (2). We use the notation (1) = xi= (xi ti) = (ri pi ti). The potential w(x t) is to be put equal to zero in the 6nal formulas. Let the time-evolution operator for the state vectors in the Schrodinger representation be V(t, t') when w&0, and U(t, t') when w= -0. The Schrodinger equation then gives V(t, t') = U(t, t')i/h ti(t, t")H,(t")V(t",t')dt". (A2) t'
where To is large and positive. Schrodinger's equation then gives ih(Bg(x, t)/at) = V( Tp, t)-XLP(x), Hp+Hi]V(t, -Tp) . (A5) The functional derivative of U with respect to zv is (8V(t, t')/8w(xp tp)) = -(i/h) Xsgn(tt') V(t, t2) p(xp) V(tp, t'), (A3) if t& is inside the time interval determined by t and t, otherwise 5V/8w is zero. We define the Heisenberg representation of the field operator by ONE -PARTICLE GREEN'8 FUNCTION By evaluating the commutator in Eq. (AS), we obtain ihh(x)w(x, t) P(x,t)v(x, x')Pt(x', t)P(x', t)dx'P(x, t) =0.
Bt
Using the facts that d8(t)/dt = 8(t) and ))t (x)))t t(x')+Pt(x')P(x) = 8(x,x'), we obtain from Eq. (A6)
Bt where T is the Dyson time-ordering operator. The product of four field operators in Eq. (A7) can be generated by a functional derivative. Using Eq. (A3) we have z (&/&w(3)) V(Tp, -Tp)T())t (1)lt t(2)) = V(Tp, --Tp)T(gt(3)tb(3)tf (1)P"(2)) Ig assuming t3 to be in the interval Tp -Tp. We define the one-particle Green s function by i (1V~U( T(), T()) -U(T(), -Tp) T($(1)Pt (2) We define the self-energy operator or mass opera- Mi" (1,2) = iAG(1, 2)W(1+,2), P"'(1, 2) = -iAG(1, 2+)G(2, 1).
To obtain the first-order contribution to I' from Eq. The third-order contribution to I' contains 49 terms, 6 from G and 6 from W in M&", 3 from the G's and 4 from the Ws in M "& and 30 from the G's in 3f "'.
We can obviously continue in this way and generate as many terms as we wish. We can also generate infinite partial summations in 8'. Thus if we, e.g. , decide to approximate M by M(') in Eq. (A22) and to consider only the functional derivative of the explicit G, we obtain the following integral equation for r, We will now develop expressions for C, that give an M(k; G) expanded in the screened potentia/ W. Equation (83) then gives the self-consistent equations for G that we derived in Appendix A and discussed in Sec. 3. We start by writing down the expectation va1ue of thepotential energy, Eq. (7): tain for M only one diagram in each order. Thus we in-2 (2zr)' elude the first but not the second and the third of the third-order diagrams of Fig. 1 . This doesnot seem to be a The Fourier transforms of M and P, Eqs. (A23) and systematic improvement on M. If at all an infinite sum-(A24), «e mation should be made, a wider class of diagrams should be included. This conclusion is supported also by our results in Appendix B. APPENDIX B. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES Ke start by treating the case of an electron gas. The results are then generalized to the case of an arbitrary system. Klein" has proved that when we express the energy difference between the interacting and noninteracting ground states as a certain functional hE(G) of the one-particle Green s function G, this functional is stationary with respect to small changes of G relative to the true G. We write AE as" 
where for P(k') we have used a slightly modified expression,
We have to choose 6' smaller than 3 since the limit 6' -+ 0 is taken before 6 -+ 0 in Eq. (84). This modification of P(k) only influences its asymptotic behavior at large e. It corresponds to redefining the explicit G's in P as G"'"(k)=e"~( G)kor G"'"(1, 2)=G(1,2+). We can consider the G's appearing in F and 8" as so modified without changing Eq. (87). Since the imaginary part of the dielectric function always has the same sign we have no trouble with the branches of the logarithm. The modi6cation of I', Eq.
(88), occurs only when Pi) is small compa. red to 1 and thus has no inhuence in this question. By taking the functional derivative of the 4 corresponding to Eq.
(811) we can find out what more terms are needed in C to make it satisfy Eq. (82). The expressiort for C which gir)es 3f up to (rt+1)st order in W is 1 n C (")(k; G) = --1nL1v(k) Q TrP(")(k)] 2 m=o The functional derivatives of the mR"s in P( ' cancel the last term in Eq. (813), while the functional derivatives of the 2(m+1) explicit G's in P( ) give -M( +".
A look at the details shows that WSP ( )/bG would not have given 3I(" if we had had normal G's instead of modi6ed G's in I'"'. We have actually checked Eq.
(812) only for v= 0, 1, and 2, but from the structure of the theory we conjecture that Eq. (812) is valid for arbitrary e.
There are a few comments that can be made in connection with the important Eq. (812). We note that there is a definite coupling between, P(" and cV("+". We can thus not expand I' to say first order and obtain an equation with M also of first order. It is further rot possible to sumjust the ladder bubbles of Eg. (61). This is clear if we look at E(2), Fig. 2 , where there is a mutual cancellation between the TV derivatives of the fust three diagrams. Each of these gives one third the sum of the 6rst three diagrams in M(3', Fig. 1 . The last three diagrams in E(2) on the other hand cancel their 8' derivatives individually and are in one-to-one correspondence with the last three diagrams of M(3).
So far we only know that the C of Eq. (812) obeys Eq.
(82). We have also to check that Eq. (81) is satisfMd.
It is enough to prove that X(dhE//dX) = (V) since DE=0 for X=0. Comparing Eqs. (812), (89), and (81) we see that X(d/dX) applied on the explicit 'Ai) of the logarithm in Eq. (812) gives (V). The remaining X's appear in connection with S' and G. It is easy to see by comparing with Eq. (813) and the discussion following that equation that these terms vanish. The generalization of the electron-gas results to a nonuniform system is fairly simple. In the general case we have to take account also of the V(x) term of Eq. (7), which vanishes identically for an electron gas in a uniform positive background. Glancing at Eqs. (7) Here the quantities inside the trace are considered as matrices labelled by (x, x') where x includes position and spin. The unperturbed state is taken with full interaction between electrons and nuclei. On account of the cyclical property of a trace we can take derivatives of the matrices as if they were scalars. The proof that Eq. (814) gives the correct energy shift and the correct equation for G follows similar lines as that for the electron gas.
Equation (814) is however rather inconvenient since Go is very different from G as soon as the nuclear charge Z is larger than, say, 2. It is easy to realize that all occupied functions in Go will then be closely the same as those of an ion with charge Z. Thus, e. g., (815). It is easily checked that Eq. (817) gives the correct energy shift and equation for G.
The unperturbed energy corresponding to Eq. (815) is simply the sum of the E smallest eigenvalues of the one-electron operator h+V, «. While this generally is not a good approximation of the true energy, it is on the other hand not very far off. The importance of the split into Hp+Ht ties however in the fact that Gp has now be come quite realistic. Speci6cally, if we approximate G by Gp in Eq. (817) we find that the V,«G term cancels against the same term in Eo and that the last integral in Eq. (814) vanishes. The GGv term is the Coulomb energy and the ln(1 -Ev) term gives in the lowest approximation the HF exchange energy. If we want, we can gradually improve U,fg to make Go more closely like G. This is, however, only possible up to a certain point since V,~g is energy-independent. P HYS ICAL REVIEW VOLUME 139, NUMBER 3A Extensive observations at 1. 5'K and both 23.8 Gc/sec and '74. 2 Gc/sec of cyclotron-resonance phenomena in cadmium are reported. One group of experiments is done with the steady applied Geld parallel to the sample plane (Azbel'-Kaner geometry). A large number of signals are observed, only some of which are sufficiently reliable to identify with cyclotron masses. All the masses are plotted versus the crystallographic orientation of the steady applied Geld in three of the principal planes. The reliable, well resolved signals are identified and associated tentatively with orbits. Most of these orbits are consistent with the current model of the Fermi surface of cadmium, but some of them require small modifications of it. These orbits are either on the "pillow" or on the large surface associated with holes in the second band. The masses observed with the magnetic field parallel to the sample plane are all too large to identify plausibly with the smaller pieces of the Fermi surface such as the "butterflies" and "cigars". It is suggested that the resonances associated with the charge carriers of smaller mass are lost in the signals from harmonics of those of larger mass. In another group of experiments, data have been obtained with the steady applied Geld normal to the sample surface. Here signals are obtained at classical cyclotron-resonance Gelds equal to those observed in the other geometry although the signals are in the anomalous-skin-effect regime and the much larger effects associated with Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance are at magnetic fields too high to be observed. A theoretical treatment and a discussion of the physics of these effects is given. In this geometry, a cyclotron mass of approximately 0.22 mo is also observed. The related orbit is only tentatively identified, but it is definitely thought to involve one of the smaller pieces of the Fermi surface.
I. INTRODUCTIOÃ
XTENSIVE observations of cyclotron resonancẽ in cadmium obtained by plotting the variation of surface absorption coefFicient as a function of steady applied magnetic field are presented in this paper and interpreted in terms of current theoretical understanding of the Fermi surface. The experimental results given here extend previously reported preliminary studies on this metal. ' Data were obtained at 1. 5'K ' J. K. Gait, F. R. Merritt, and P. H. Schmidt, Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 458 (1961) . at frequencies near both 23.8 Gc/sec and 74.2 Gc/sec. Most of the data were obtained at various crystallographic orientations with the steady applied magnetic field parallel to the plane sample surface, i.e. , in the Azbel'-Kaner geometry. ' From these data, plots of cyclotron masses as a function of crystallographic orientation were made. In addition, data have been obtained for selected crystallographic orientations with the steady applied field normal to the plane sample ' M. Ya Azbel' and E. A. Kaner, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 30,
